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On Orientation 

And it came to pass that when [the people] came up to the temple, 

they pitched their tents round about … 

And they pitched their tents round about the temple, 

every man having his tent with the door thereof towards the temple … 

Mosiah 2: 5-6 

 

It is easy to imagine the scene described in Mosiah 2: 5-6. A crowd of people gather together to 

hear their ruler speak, each person adjusting their body in space so that they might best hear, 

each kinship group adjusting their shelter so all within might most profitably learn. It is easy to 

imagine the murmuring of voices that grows to a roar, silenced only when the king finally 

ascends his tower and begins to speak. And it is similarly easy to imagine how difficult it was for 

those sitting far away to hear Benjamin’s words, a realization that leads to what appears a hasty 

improvisatory moment of gathering together scribes and writing materials to write the words 

Benjamin speaks so that all present could receive what he said (2:8). Taken together, the first 

eight verses of Mosiah 2 set the stage for Benjamin’s forthcoming discourse in the second half of 

Ch. 2, his recounting of the angel’s words in Ch. 3, and his expansion on those words in Ch. 4. 

These first eight verses physically situate the bodies of the characters within the account. These 



first eight verses do more: they place the reader’s body into a position of attentiveness. In other 

words, Mosiah 2 opens with a layered process of orientation. Individuals physically orient 

themselves towards the tower next to the temple, jostling against each other in the process. 

Similarly, kinship groups orient not only their individual bodies, but also the physical structures 

that indicate their groupings, negotiating space between their kinship groups that would allow 

their structures to be all positioned towards the tower. Finally, the reader is positioned as part of 

the assembled crowd through a temporal collapsing: like those too far away to hear Benjamin’s 

speech, the reader has the opportunity to figuratively orient herself towards the tower, gaining 

access to his message via the written word.  

Benjamin has gathered his people for two reasons: to inaugurate the starting point of a 

new king, his son Mosiah (2:10), and to give “the people of Zarahemla and the people of 

Mosiah” a new, unifying name (2:11). He has gathered his people together to set in motion a new 

beginning, a starting point for a people he sees as “distinguished above all the people which the 

Lord God hath brought out of the land of Jerusalem” (2:11). For Benjamin, this is a moment of 

critical importance, a moment that marks a series of transitions in his life, the life of his son, and 

the life of the two groups he has brought together. 

Starting points are interesting things. Like a not-yet cooked recipe, starting points offer to 

set in motion yet undetermined events. For one standing at a countertop with an array of 

ingredients, a recipe is a starting point that lays out potential futures that have not yet arrived: the 

food may be delicious. It may be a failure. Building on the writings of Edmund Husserl, Alfred 

Schutz, and Thomas Luckmann, feminist scholar Sara Ahmed suggests that orientations are all 

about starting points, that “it is from [starting points] that the world unfolds” (Ahmed 2010, 236). 

Ahmed is particularly interested in the ways that one’s orientations shape how the world comes 



into being around oneself, how orientations of people, objects, and spaces pattern what and who 

is given significance, and how orientations come to shape “the corporeal substance of bodies” as 

well as the other objects that take up space and in turn shape doing (Ahmed 2010, 235). For the 

chef or cook, a sharp or dull knife orients the force she or he may need to use to slice through a 

tomato or carrot, while the recipe itself – and the ingredients actually at hand – shape the 

decision to cut in this or that way. More than the knife or ingredients are at play. The person 

cooking also takes into account temperature, counter height, budgets, likes, dislikes, health 

concerns … a myriad of factors gather together at the moment when the recipe begins to guide 

action. 

In gathering his people, Benjamin sets in motion a new starting point, a new orientation. 

What world is Benjamin’s discourse set to unfold, and to what effect? To think through this 

question, I start by orienting myself to the “corporeal substances” found in Benjamin’s discourse 

in Mosiah 4. I see these corporeal substances as the bodies and objects on which Benjamin’s 

speech hinges. I examine what possibilities these corporeal substances offer, especially when 

juxtaposed with the overwhelming state of nothingness brought about when humankind comes 

into contact with the divine. In doing so, I draw Benjamin’s words together with scholarship on 

the body, matter, and materiality to elucidate how he posits a specific set of what might be called 

orientations to bring to the forefront an embodied conception of the world both as it is and as it 

might be. By exploring the importance of hunger and nakedness as aspects of different bodies – 

the beggar, the rich, and the poor – in Benjamin’s discourse, I demonstrate how Benjamin uses 

embodied aspects found in the rhetorical figure of the beggar, to make visible otherwise hidden 

networks of physical and social resources. Benjamin uses the rhetorical (and literal) figure of the 

beggar to disrupt his people’s well-entrenched prosperity mindset, inviting them into a new 



relationship with their own substance, from material belongings to fleshy bodies, by taking on 

themselves the name of Christ. This, Benjamin suggests, is ultimately the re-orientation that sets 

in motion the possibilities of a new world.  

 

Two aspects, three bodies 

To begin, consider the bodies present over the course of Benjamin’s speech. The initial verses of 

chapter 2 describe a new, albeit temporary, form of bodily spatial orientation. These are bodies 

gathered together to hear and witness the event. We know almost nothing about how these 

people are distributed across the land of Zarahemla. We cannot say whether they lived in close 

quarters or were spread the equivalent of a half-day’s journey (On foot? By animal?) in all 

directions across the land. All we know is that Benjamin only gives his son a day to send out 

messengers and have the people gather (Mosiah 1:10). Based on the account of the “greatness of 

the multitude” (2:8), we may posit that those listening to Benjamin’s speech found themselves 

pressed together in an extraordinary proximity. Bodies not normally in contact with each other 

were now arrayed together, free for all to look and be looked at.  

It is within this crowded scene of Mosiah 4 that Benjamin introduces what I call the two 

aspects, three bodies problem. These two aspects – hunger and nakedness – and three bodies – 

that of the beggar, the rich, and the poor – orient the remainder of Benjamin’s discourse. Below, 

I argue that Benjamin uses the material conditions of hunger and nakedness, and their 

relationship to bodies with different levels of material wealth, to push against deeply engrained 

understandings of the relationship between material bodies and divine retribution. In the process, 

Benjamin sets out the pattern for a new orientation between subjects and objects, a pattern that 

invites his people and later readers of his discourse to orient themselves differently. 



 

Two aspects 

“Reading” the body through its features, its aspects, is a common approach to how humans 

navigate the world. At the most basic level, reading another’s body occurs when one draws on 

external signals to decide how to respond: a smile invites interaction, while a glare suggests one 

stay a prudent distance away. Bodies do more than signal welcome or distrust. They can act as 

fleshy texts that offer insights into the material and cultural networks that individuals are 

enmeshed in. For example, contemporary social norms in the U.S. have taught me to read shiny 

hair, well-defined musculature, and evenly spaced teeth as indicators of health, while scars 

indicate trial. For someone living in another time or another place, scars may indicate maturity, 

too-evenly spaced teeth a sign of distrustfulness. As corporeal substances, aspects act as cues to 

orient how we think and behave towards each other.  

There were many bodies with many aspects in Benjamin’s audience available for him to 

draw on in his discourse as a rhetorical strategy to engage his audience, as well as written 

precedent established by previous kings. For example, Benjamin might have drawn on Nephi’s 

example and highlighted strength or stature (1 Nephi 4:31) as an orienting device. He might 

juxtaposd the “fair, delightsome” (2 Nephi 2:21) people of Nephi with his current people’s 

(unstated) physical attributes.1 Interestingly, Benjamin does neither. Rather than focus on 

relatively stable bodily aspects, Benjamin instead turns to two basic bodily aspects that come and 

go throughout life, that are always in the making: hunger and nakedness.  

                                                      
1 I am aware that “fair, delightsome” can be read as referring to other attributes, but for the purpose of this 

argument I choose to focus on the straightforward reading. For an in-depth reading of the theological 

implications of physical attributes in the Book of Mormon, see Hickman (2014). 



In focusing on two aspects that are always in flux, Benjamin begins to build up a 

relationship between corporeal substance and orientation that reflects the world as it is, as he and 

his people imagine it to be, and as it could be. Aspects not only orient how we think and behave 

towards each other, they also situate bodies within and in relation to social structures. Stature and 

complexion, for example, can place one within or outside of political or kinship groups; they are 

markers of belonging (problematic or otherwise). Hunger and nakedness similarly situate bodies 

as inside or outside of political or kinship groups, but do so in different ways than stature and 

complexion. Despite being the mode in which humans enter the world, hunger and nakedness are 

not intrinsic aspects of all bodies all the time. Instead, they indicate an orientation of the 

hungering body to the surrounding social, political, built, and natural environment, as well as the 

surrounding social environment to the hungering body. At the most basic level of the Judeo-

Christian tradition, we see in the Genesis 3 account of Adam and Eve leaving the garden two 

hungry beings who cannot just walk through space, rather the Genesis account frames them as 

cast out by someone (God) to comb and work the environment for nourishment and shelter. 

Leviticus 19:9-10 and Deuteronomy 24:19, with their charge to harvesters to leave behind 

anything that falls for the less fortunate (Lev: “for the poor and the stranger”; Deut: “for the 

stranger, for the fatherless, for the widow”) similarly illustrates the critical nature of social 

networks and their ability to mobilize resources in the making or undoing of hunger. 

The special capacity of hunger and nakedness to reveal otherwise overlooked social or 

political infrastructures means that when Benjamin announces, “And ye will not suffer your 

children that they go hungry or naked” (4:13) he is prioritizing a category of aspect – aspects 

enmeshed in human networks – for attention. Note that Benjamin doesn’t preach against letting 

children be hungry, but rather against letting children go hungry. This difference, to me, matters: 



to be hungry indicates an actual, in-this-moment, temporary state (e.g. I have hunger); to go 

hungry indicates an involuntary, always-in-the-making, virtual state imposed from the outside 

(e.g. I go hungry because there is not enough, because I do not have access). Every human body 

“is” hungry on a daily basis. But the magnitude, intensity, and duration of hunger is unevenly 

distributed across society: only some bodies go hungry. Hunger doesn’t exist on a singular scale. 

Rather, it slides: first present as an anodyne sensation, hunger left unattended affects the body in 

distinct physiological ways. Hunger becomes embodied, with prolonged hunger visibly showing 

up as emaciation, while prolonged food insecurity may nudge bodies towards obesity as a 

survival strategy. As recent epigenetic research indicates, hunger invisibly remodels genetic 

expression in ways that can carry forward into future generations; it engraves environments into 

a body’s very inner workings. In the process, society and its structures come into view. Hunger 

makes visible human networks.   

 

Substance 

By calling attention to a state of hunger always-in-the-making, rather than a state of being, 

Benjamin begins the process of “exteriorizing” the world by “exteriorizing” hunger. That is, he 

implicitly denies his audience the comfortable path of saying “this is just how things are.” 

Instead, through the framing “go hungry,” he asks his audience to see hunger as part of the 

human networks linking together “friends, brethren, kindred, people” (4:4). Situated within the 

connective tissue of acquaintances, neighbors, families and the larger material world, hunger – 

although individually experienced – becomes something brought into being through exterior 

relationships. In the process of resituating hunger from the interior to the exterior, he sets his 

audience up for an emptying out and shaking up of how their world is ordered, a process that will 



make explicit that what he wants going forward from this new starting point is not just the status 

quo. He wants a radically new orientation. He does this through introducing a capacious 

material, "substance," and then using it as a lens through which one can examine the three bodies 

at the heart of his discourse: the beggar, the rich, and the poor. 

  “Substance” appears as one of the cornerstones Benjamin chooses for the metaphorical 

foundation of his new beginning. Broadly, the word “substance” as used here can be understood 

as being related to nature (e.g. the essential, underlying part of something), and as being related 

to physical matter (e.g. the essential material of which something is made out of). The word 

substance first appears in Mosiah 4:16 at the conclusion of Benjamin’s exhortation to guide little 

children into becoming the kind of people who will help continue the new start Benjamin 

envisions for his community: “And also, ye yourselves will succor those that stand in need of 

your succor; ye will administer of your substance unto him that standeth in need…” Here and 

elsewhere through Mosiah 4, and in the Book of. Mormon generally, the word “substance” refers 

to property or possessions, to tangible things. This reading reflects other usages throughout the 

Book of Mormon; it falls in line with a range of definitions that the Oxford English Dictionary 

categorizes under the ‘sense III’ semantics of the word: substance is that which is concerned with 

material possessions and their relative values. It would be nice if we knew more about the things 

that Benjamin wants his people to impart of one to another. All we know about substance comes 

from its usage in 4:16, 4:17, and then most explicitly in 4:19,2 where substance appears as an 

elastic metaphoric vessel, encompassing food and raiment, gold, silver and riches of every kind 

                                                      
2 Joe Spencer has pointed out in his critical text of Mosiah 4 (see appendix) that substance appears in a 

similar context in Jacob 2:17, and will appear again throughout the Book of Mormon. 



in a single word.3 Composed of matter or material, substance is a core prop in an instructive 

drama playing out on Benjamin’s oratorical stage.  

If we think of substance as objects or props on an oratorical stage, then we would also do 

well to think of the human bodies interacting with those objects or props, their orientations 

towards “substance.” It is easy to assume that objects are just objects, and humans just humans, 

that although the human makes the object, the object does not make the human. Yet a bit more 

reflection undoes that initial train of thought. Objects “create” humans just as humans create 

objects, constantly interacting and rearranging orientations to each other and the world. 

Consider, for example, how the room you are sitting in is bringing you into being in this moment 

as a certain sort of person, how the chair you are sitting in invites your body into some modes, 

but not others, of inhabiting this space. Perhaps the objects in a space promote concentration, like 

in a study library. Perhaps they inhibit concentration such as when you walk through a television 

sales room. Similarly, objects can promote or discourage various forms of action and interaction, 

with fences, buildings, and benches all creating certain paths of possibilities while foreclosing 

others. In this sense, objects extend creation from an initial moment into an ongoing series of 

ephemeral interactions between body and environment. 

This claim that material objects actively co-create is human subjects is clearest, of course, 

with the first of the substances Benjamin highlights: food. Recall how the lack of substance 

marks the hungering body? Contrast that mark with how the presence of good food past and 

future shapes the gourmand’s body, her social interactions, the direction of her attention. One is 

not just a gourmand, rather one is made into a gourmand through the physiological ingestion of 

                                                      
3 “Do we not all depend upon the same Being, even God, for all the substance which we have, for both 

food and raiment, and for gold, and for silver, and for all the riches which we have of every kind?” Note 

that food does not consistently remain categorized under substance: verse 17 places it outside of 

substance, while verse 19 situates food within substance. 



food with the body and through the orientation of the body to the social and physical networks 

that food circulates through. Interiorized through the mouth, or situated in the external world, 

substances make bodies, just as surely as bodies make substances. The orientation of a body 

towards the materials around it, the things it comes into contact with, shapes and defines not only 

one’s body, but all the bodies enmeshed within the larger network where human, object, and 

nature collide. Substances are mediums through which one practices relationality. 

 

Three Bodies 

I want to return now to the instructive oratorical drama Benjamin spins in Mosiah 4:16-26. As 

mentioned previously, Benjamin mobilizes three bodies – or groups of bodies, if we want 

precision – in his speech in Mosiah 4: the beggar, the rich, and the poor (verses 16, 23, and 24). 

These bodies, like the hungering body, are defined not by physical attributes, but rather by their 

relationships to the ephemeral aspects of material flows of “substance.” I am intrigued by the 

way Benjamin orients these three bodies in his speech in Mosiah 4, by how he weaves a Mobius 

strip where the orientations between these three bodies towards substances shape and are shaped 

by how these three bodies orient towards each other.  

To investigate the orientation between the three bodies, let’s start with the first body 

Benjamin names: the beggar. Beggars are odd characters across scripture: unlike the poor 

peppered throughout holy canon, the word beggar shows up only once in the Old Testament, 

twice in the New Testament (as part of the same story about a rich man and a beggar named 

Lazarus), and three times in the Book of Mormon (again, as part of the same story; see the 

critical text in the appendix). The noun’s paucity – not just in Benjamin’s speech, but across the 

entirety of Mormon canon – may indicate either how ordinary or foreign beggars are in 



Benjamin’s society writ small, or scripture writ large: the poor have a place, the rich have a 

place, but the beggar?  

 

Reading 1 

Despite how a reader might want Benjamin to act, and what a reader might expect Benjamin to 

say, it is telling that the king never directly addresses the beggar in his speech. Indeed, his speech 

distinctly denies the beggar any form of agency: in Mosiah 4 the beggar has no individuating 

characteristics, never directly speaks, and never is portrayed in active deliberation. This lacuna 

could be read as indicating that destitute persons petitioning for relief were absent from 

Zarahemla’s society, and as a result absent from Benjamin’s imagination as real people, but such 

an assumption begs belief. No matter, Benjamin’s speech further cuts the beggar out of his 

society even as it attempts to call his rich and poor subjects into a new position towards the 

beggar. Take, for example, his charge in 4:16 to all his listeners: “ye will not suffer that the 

beggar putteth up his petition to you”; in 4:22 to the rich: “ye judge the man who putteth up his 

petition to you”; and finally, in 4:24 to the poor: “all you that deny the beggar because ye have 

not.” These sentences critically place the beggar within a linguistic frame of a “ye/you” 

construction, the beggar is only allowed to come into the oratorical scene as a grammatical object 

within and through the mediating perspective of the rich and the poor. Brought to life by 

Benjamin’s speech, the beggar remains eternally caught between the fencing “ye/you” of the 

“rich” and the “poor” in the audience. Likewise, children only come into being in Benjamin’s 

speech through the ways that parents orient towards their children’s needs. This rhetorical 

strategy constructs the beggar as human, but a human who only exists in form, transformed 

through speech into an object. It is here, in a character linguistically figured through Benjamin’s 



objectifying speech as outside Benjamin’s audience, outside the kinship group of friends and 

brethren, kindred and people (4:4), that we find the beggar in need of substance and succor, the 

one who must somehow put up petition or perish (4:16). Even as Benjamin urges care for the 

beggar, he inadvertently reinscribes the beggar’s structural position outside human networks of 

care by linguistically situating the beggar as a static receiver of assistance, rather than an active 

agent. Inadvertently, Benjamin’s own speech has re-created the world he wants to transform. 

What does one do with this paradox of Benjamin enacting through his words the world he 

does not want to set in motion? How does this practice of objectification pattern onto the call 

towards a new orientation?  

 

Insubstantiality  

Reading 2 

May I propose that we could also read in the transformation of the not-present beggar into a 

mute, present object that Benjamin is positioning the beggar as his new beginning, as “the 

starting point from which the world unfolds,” and that he does so through the mediating matter 

of substance? In making this suggestion, I draw on the themes explored above: the idea 

orientation sets in motion a starting point from which new futures emerge; the ability of hunger 

and nakedness to make visible social realities that otherwise remain largely hidden; and the co-

creative relationship between subjects and objects. Benjamin’s beggar can be read as the 

culmination of these themes.  

Scripture consistently portrays material objects, substances, as ephemeral, enduring only 

through this mortal life. “Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth, where moth and rust 

doth corrupt, and where thieves break through and steal,” Jesus instructs in Matthew 6:19-21, 



“But lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor rust doth corrupt, and 

where thieves do not break through nor steal: For where your treasure is, there will your heart be 

also.” Despite its inability to traverse the boundary imposed by death, substance, as Benjamin 

lays it out, is nonetheless implicated in what happens not just in the here and now, but the future.  

Benjamin urges his people to reframe their property – their substance – as a nexus where 

material and everyday practice come into contact with the divine. He goes further than simply 

offering a conceptual reframing of property. He threatens to undo the entire fabric of the Nephite 

relationship between substance and being. “Perhaps thou shalt say,” Benjamin says to his people 

at the opening of 4:17 as he rhetorically gestures at the absent beggar, “The man has brought 

upon himself his misery; therefore I will stay my hand and will not give unto him of my food, 

nor impart unto him of my substance that he may not suffer, for his punishments are just.” The 

underlying assumption of Benjamin’s statement in 4:17, that lived misery was a result of divine 

punishment, would be familiar to all who had attentively listened to the entire speech. Only two 

chapters before Benjamin had taught in 2:22 (reiterated again in 2:31) that “that if ye would keep 

[God’s] commandments ye should prosper in the land; and he never doth vary from that which 

he hath said; therefore, if ye do keep his commandments he doth bless you and prosper you.” 

Indeed, this concept that situates “prosperity” as the reward for keeping God’s commandments is 

woven throughout the early (and later) chapters of the Book of Mormon, beginning with its 

initial statement as the Lord’s promise to Nephi in 1 Nephi 2:20 that “inasmuch as ye shall keep 

my commandments, ye shall prosper, and shall be led to a land of promise; yea, even a land 

which I have prepared for you; yea, a land which is choice above all other lands.” 

The beggar, according to common sense within the framework of prosperity thinking, 

represents an individual failure to comply with God’s commandments, a micro-example poised 



as a reminder of the risks faced by society as a whole if they act contrary to divine mandate. The 

beggar is without substance because the beggar has sinned. But Benjamin is not reiterating this 

claim in 4:17-4:18. Rather he radically proposes that the process of internal examination, 

judgment, and inaction to relieve another’s outward suffering is itself grounds for condemnation.  

In failing to offer their substance to the beggar, Benjamin’s people exhibit what affect 

theorist Lauren Berlant terms cruel optimism. For Berlant, cruel optimism is “when something 

you desire is actually an obstacle to your flourishing . . . a condition of maintaining an 

attachment to a problematic object” out of fear that the loss of that object will result in a “loss of 

the ability to have hope about anything” (2011, 2;24). On first examination, the people’s problem 

appears to be substance, and their willingness to impart of what they have freely. However, I 

suggest that what Benjamin’s people are really enacting here is not an excessive attachment to 

substance, but rather an attachment to the straightforward belief, the “cruel optimism,” in the 

world-ordering aspects of a gospel of prosperity. Benjamin’s critique of what one says in the 

heart (“he has brought upon himself his misery … his punishments are just”) points towards a 

turning away from the beggar not because of the beggar’s apparent failure to live within the 

strictures of God’s law. Rather they deny the beggar their substance because of the threat the 

unjustly punished beggar’s presence represents to their prosperity worldview. The beggar, 

considered without condemnation, reveals the day in, day out risks of a world where evil 

happens for no apparent reason, where good people, even the most vulnerable, do not prosper, 

are not protected, but rather suffer horrendous persecution, death, destruction.4  

                                                      
4 I have wondered if it is Alma’s rejection of a prosperity gospel that shapes his decision to stay his hand 

from saving the women and children in Alma 14 from being burned. Alma 37:13 seems to undo any such 

possibility. 



I’m not certain Benjamin is entirely aware of this, of all the things the beggar symbolizes 

for his people, especially given that he, too, is deeply imbricated and shaped by the view of the 

world as a place ordered by action and reaction. I’m not certain Benjamin entirely understands 

the wider implications of what he is asking. But in his call for a non-judgmental orientation 

towards the beggar’s guilt, in his call to move closer rather than away from the beggar, Benjamin 

tasks his people to do more than share their material substances. He tasks them with orienting 

themselves towards the beggar and all of the things the beggar’s presence represents. And that 

requires letting go of their core understanding of how substance comes to be present and act in 

their lives.   

Anyone listening to Benjamin learns that they who fail to “administer of their substance 

unto [those] that [stand] in need” (4:16), who “fail to impart of their substance” (4:17) will face 

the threat of perishing forever (4:18), of finding themselves under condemnation (4:22;24). Here 

the two meanings of “substance” – the narrow sense of wealth and property, and the wider sense 

of the very stuff of existence – are invoked in relation to one another. Substance as object carries 

dual capacity: how one practices relationality through substance, the generosity with which one 

shares one’s wealth and property, determines the trajectory of the substance of our embodied 

selves, whether toward extinction or toward continuation and flourishing. Mute materials testify 

of lives lived. How one practices relationality through substance opens or closes the door to 

condemnation. 

This condemnation does not simply rest on how one uses substance to practice relations. 

Benjamin takes it a step further, linking his audience’s failure to remember that the substances 

they claim as their own have histories with the potential for condemnation. “Do we not all 

depend up on that same Being, even God, for all the substance which we hath…?” Benjamin 



asks (4:20). In doing so, he reminds his audience that all substance is borrowed. Through this 

move, the beggar becomes not just the person sitting in the doorway with an outstretched hand 

portrayed in 4:16-17, but every person within Benjamin’s voice who has heard, understood, and 

fallen to the ground in acknowledgment of their nothingness, of their complete and utter 

dependence upon God for substance. Rewritten, “For behold, are we not all beggars?’ becomes 

‘For behold, are we not all without substance?” 

It is here that we find Benjamin’s new beginning, in the body of the beggar, a complete 

dis-orientation from where all his people have been and from where they imagine themselves 

wanting to go. Rather than continue down a path where material prosperity is understood as a 

marker of divine favor, Benjamin instead proposes a new orientation, a conception of oneself as 

without substance. As people change their relationship towards the material objects surrounding 

them, they can shift their logics of desire and consumption through a re-orientation towards the 

material substances they have accumulated. Re-oriented, they understand substance differently, 

and in the process become empty beggars waiting to be filled. 

 

The Insubstantial Christ 

Yet, this substance-less body is not a nothing, it is itself made up of materials. Even in orienting 

his people towards a conception of self as beggar, Benjamin and his people are inescapably 

mired in substance by virtue of their embodied condition. But something insubstantial happened 

the night before he stood on the tower to speak to his people. An angel had appeared to 

Benjamin, and it is in that angelic message that Benjamin finds a path out of the thicket of 

substance blocking the starting point he has spent the entirety of Chapter 4 proposing. That 

message? The angel brings good news of a limitless future where re-orientation towards the 



problems of fleshy substance and desires is made possible by and through taking upon 

themselves something insubstantial: a new name (5:6-8), a name tied to a body that has not yet 

been, but will soon “dwell in a tabernacle of clay,” that of Jesus Christ.  

Benjamin, like Nephi before him (2 Nephi 25: 24-27), invites his people to temporally re-

orient themselves towards the Lord Omnipotent who has not yet taken on a body. He invites his 

people to enter into a new covenant and be 

called the children of Christ, his sons, and his daughters; for behold, this day he hath 

spiritually begotten you; for ye say that your hearts are changed through faith on his 

name; therefore, ye are born of him and have become his sons and his daughters. ... I 

would that ye should take upon you the name of Christ, all you that have entered into the 

covenant with God that ye should be obedient unto the end of your lives. And it shall 

come to pass that whosoever doeth this shall be found at the right hand of God, for he 

shall know the name by which he is called; for he shall be called by the name of Christ. 

(Mosiah 5:7-9) 

 

It is in taking on themselves Christ’s name that the people can truly re-orient themselves and set 

in place a new future where hearts themselves are fundamentally changed.  

It is obvious, in the final, almost post-script verses of Chapter 4 (26-30) that Benjamin is 

at least partially skeptical of his people’s ability to completely bring to pass the world he wishes 

to start. Other contributions to this volume demonstrate how Benjamin’s own limits hamstring 

this new beginning. But I see here, in Benjamin’s attempts to unfurl a new world, a critical 

moment in the larger arc of the Book of Mormon. “What is reachable” Ahmed argues, “is 

determined precisely by the orientations we have already taken; Orientations [taken] put some 



things and not others in our reach” (245). Benjamin’s call to reorient one’s relationship to 

substance and thus to each other through always remembering one’s own dependence on God, 

may have just been the new beginning necessary to make possible new futures, and new 

perspectives. His call may have been the new beginning that enables Mosiah’s decision to step 

down from the kingship in favor of a more relational governmentality embodied in ruling judges, 

and a church divorced from the body of the ruler. While we do not have the minute details of 

what happened after Benjamin’s speech ended, of the way that his people re-oriented themselves 

once they returned to their homes and their lives, we do know this: their king, before he legally 

dismantled the structure that set one man above many, “did till the earth, that thereby he might 

not become burdensome to his people, that he might do according to that which his father had 

done in all things” (Mosiah 6:7). Here in the ruler working alongside his people we see at least 

one aspect of the worlds, and bodies, that unfurled from Benjamin’s discourse. 
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